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Developer Configuration Environment

1 Overview

The objective of the study is to use top k counts to find maximal sequential patterns that
are non-overlapping. The project is created in Apache NetBeans 12.4, and Java 15.0.1
JDK 11 is used to implement the improved NMSP algorithm. A step-by-step process
for running the program and creating the necessary environment will be provided in the
setup manual Babich (1986).

2 Hardware Requirement

Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz 2.80 GHz
RAM 8 to 16 GB
Internal Storage 60 GB
System Type 64-bit-based processor
Operating System Windows 10 or 11

3 Prerequisite

The prerequisites that must be met in order to start this project are described in this
section. Prerequisites could include downloading an IDE in order to run software, and
this section will explain the type of environment that must be set up in order to execute
an algorithm.

3.1 Setting up IDE

An integrated development environment (IDE) is a software program that assists inside
the successful creation of software code by developers. By merging functions like software
editing, building, testing, and packaging in a user-friendly program, it increases software
quality.
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3.1.1 Apache NetBeans Software

Java has such an integrated development environment named NetBeans. That used a
collection of application software functional units called are modules, NetBeans allows
the development of projects. Linux, Mac OS, Windows, and Solaris can accept NetBeans.
For this project minimum requirement for IDE is Apache NetBeans version 12.4 and
that can be download from this link https://netbeans.apache.org/download/nb124/

nb124.html. The installation process is shown in fig 1 and fig 2

Figure 1: NetBeans Installation

Figure 2: NetBeans Installation 2

3.1.2 Java JDK

Oracle provides Java Technology through the Java Development Kit. This offers the
Standard Edition of a Java Interface for Application Programming and includes the
Java Language Specifications and Java Virtual Machine Specifications. The minimum
requirement for JDK is 32 bit processor. For this project minimum requirement for
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JDK is JDK 11 and that can be download from here https://www.oracle.com/ie/

java/technologies/javase/jdk11-archive-downloads.html The installation of JDK
is shown in fig 3 and to check if jdk is installed or not we can use a command i.e., javac
in command prompt show in fig 4

Figure 3: JDK Installation

Figure 4: JDK Installation Validation

3.1.3 Data Set

The data set we will be using for this project is about DNA, protein, and viral sequences,
baby products and much more. All type of data set can be download from this link https:
//github.com/shivamgulve4/research-project-data-set-/raw/main/DataSet.zip
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4 Project Configuration

After completing all the above section now is the time to configure the project. In this
section we will be configuring the project i.e., how to setup the project for execution we
will see here.

Figure 5: Opening Project

In above fig 5 shows how to locate and in next fig 6 it shows how can we open a
project.

Figure 6: Locating Project
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The next fig 7 shows which type of GUI are build and we can see that there are total
five GUI build.

Figure 7: Implemented GUI’s

So, how to run this page is shown in fig 8.

Figure 8: Execution
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Execution Configuration Environment
The first one is Login page that consist of user authentication and for temporary the

credentials are Username: ”admin” Password : ”123456”. shown in fig 9. For now there
is no back-end to this so, the login data is static.

Figure 9: Login Page

After user have successfully login we will get on next page i.e., Control Panel. The
control panel have three option shown in fig 10 and those are Pattern discovery from
Data Set, Pattern Discovery from Input and Sign out.

Figure 10: Control Panel
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After select Pattern discovery from Data Set, it goes to next page 11. User have to
browse the data set from our Local Drive 12 and then just provide all the details given
below.

Figure 11: Pattern discovery from Data Set

Figure 12: Browse Data Set
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Figure 13: Filling Parameters

Now, just adding the parameters we will get NMSP patterns shown in fig 13 and when
we submit we will get a processing window fig 14 and then after getting out patterns shown
in fig 15

Figure 14: Waiting Window

we can also save our output and we can see how to do that in fig 16. It means we can
save the output as a notepad
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Figure 15: Pattern Output

So, if we want to compare our output we would be able to do that and just to get the
preview of the last output we don’t have to re-run the whole program again.

Figure 16: Save Output

we can also check different experiments cast study i.e., processing time, memory used
by program shown in fig 17
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Figure 17: Experiments

Now, if we select another option i.e., Pattern Discovery from Input 18. In this we
have to provide the pattern as an input and in remaining parameters we have to give
same details as we gave in fig 13 So, after giving the input we get the output as shown
in fig 19

Figure 18: Pattern Discovery from Input
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Figure 19: Pattern Discovery Output

To check the experiments like what was the processing time and memory used can be
seen in fig 20

Figure 20: Pattern Discovery Experiments
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